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AbstratAbstrat. A system of tumour ords is shematized by an array of idential ords eah one hav-ing approximately a rotational symmetry around its entral blood vessel. A mathematial modelfor the evolution of the ord is presented taking into aount the following fats: the inueneof a limiting nutrient on the proliferation rate and death rate of the ells, the volume redutionrate of the neroti material due to uid loss from the ord, the inuene of hemotherapy orradiation treatment. Both the steady state and the evolution problem are onsidered, showingexistene and uniqueness of the solution. A peuliar feature of the evolution model is that theboundary onditions for the nutrient onentration on the interfae between viable ord andneroti region may hange during the response to treatment, aording to the fat that newells enter the neroti region or not.Key words: Tumour growth, aner treatment, free boundary problems for PDE's.





3.1. Introdution and model formulationIn some human and experimental tumours, tumour ells appear to be arranged in ylindrialstrutures around entral blood vessels, generally surrounded by nerosis. These strutures arenamed tumour ords [17,13,16℄. Oxygen and/or nutrient deprivation in ells remote from theentral vessel are likely to play a deisive role in the derease of ell proliferation rate within theord and in the ourrene of nerosis. Mathematial models, desribing the spatial distributionof proliferating ells and quiesent ells in a tumour ord at the stationary state, have beenreently proposed [3,5℄. The authors represented the proliferating ells as an age-dependentell population or by disrete maturity ompartments, and onsidered the ase in whih thefration of newborn ells that beome quiesent and/or the progression rate through ell yleare assigned funtions of the distane from the blood vessel. In [18℄ the existene and uniquenessof the steady-state age density of the ell population within the ord has been shown. The growthof an isolated tumour ord within the normal tissue, when nutrient is supplied by the entralvessel and by a distributed peripheral soure that mimis surrounding vessels, has been analyzedin [4℄. The model equations desribed the di�usion and onsumption of the nutrient, togetherwith the dynamis of growth of the ord and the formation of nerosis.In the present paper we propose a mathematial model that desribes, using the ontinuumapproah, the behaviour of a fully developed system of tumour ords under the inuene of atherapeuti treatment. The existene of a unique stationary state in the absene of therapy willbe shown, as well as the existene and uniqueness of the solution of the evolutive problem thatarises following the perturbation of the stationary state. This problem is haraterized by thepresene of free boundaries, the most important being the ones that on�ne the neroti zone:the external boundary is always a no-ux material surfae, whereas the internal boundary maybe slower than the ells or beome a material surfae, depending on the evolution of the wholeord.We onentrate on one ord in the ore of the system, supposing that:(i) we have symmetry around the axis of the entral blood vessel of the ord,(ii) all the quantities desribing the ord struture and the onentrations of the various hemialspeies are independent of the oordinate along the axis,(iii) there is a ylindrial boundary around the ord where there is no radial exhange of matter(ells, neroti material and di�usible hemials) with the environment.Suh a geometry of the outer boundary, although idealized, an be onsidered a reasonableapproximation by viewing the ord inside an array of parallel, idential ords.As in previous works on the growth of spherial tumours [12,1,7, 10,11℄ and in [4,6℄, weonsider for simpliity just one speies of \nutrient" with onentration �. Here we keep thesimpli�ed piture in whih the system is onsidered a ontinuum where it is possible to de�neonentrations of the various di�using substanes in a global sense, i.e. without distinguishingthe physial and hemial proesses ourring within the ells and in the interstitial uids. A�ner desription inluding the evolution of hemials in ellular and extraellular spaes is byfar more ompliated (although it is ertainly worth being investigated). Cells are assumed todie if � reahes the death threshold �N . Moreover, we assume a ertain degree of spontaneousdeath within the ord, aording to a death rate �(�). Aordingly, within the ord we haveviable ells, dead ells and extraellular uids, the respetive volume frations �V , �N and �Eadding to one.Cells proliferate at the maximum rate �0 when ���P >�N and �E is beyond some threshold��E . We introdue another threshold �Q 2 (�N ; �P ) below whih the progression of ells aross



4.

Fig. 1. An example of possible graphs of � (solid line) and � (dashed line) as funtions of �. Forthe meaning of the parameters see the text.the yle is arrested and all ells beome quiesent, maintaining however the apaity to resumethe proliferation. The inlusion of quiesene is important beause the response to treatmentof quiesent ells is generally di�erent from that of proliferating ells. The properties of theproliferation rate �(�) and of the death rate �(�) are stated as follows (see Fig. 1):� �(�), �(�) ontinuous and pieewise C1 funtions in [�N ; �?℄, with bounded�rst derivatives and with �?>�P (H1)� �(�)=�0 for ���P , and �(�)=0 for ���Q (H2)� �0(�)>0 for �2(�Q; �P ) (H3)� �(�)=�min�0 for ����, with ����P (H4)� �0(�)�0; if ��>�N , �0(�)<0 only in an interval (���; ��), with ��> �����N (H5)� �0>�min . (H6)Some generalizations are possible, but (H1)-(H6) are physially natural and simplify the exposi-tion. Owing to (i)-(ii) we may onsider that the volume frations and the onentrations of thehemial speies depend on the time t and on the radial oordinate r, measured from the axis ofthe entral blood vessel (of radius r0). In the system we distinguish the following regions (frominner to outer): P (fully proliferating zone), �(r; t)��P ; T (transition zone), �P >�(r; t)>�Q;Q (quiesent zone), �Q��(r; t)>�N ; N (neroti zone), �V =0. The neroti zone is present inthe usual experimental ases with �(r; t)=�N and, as a matter of fat, � never goes below �Nif �(r0; t) remains above �N . However, we shall see that in some onditions � may exeed �Nin the neroti zone.Conerning the dead ells, we assume that they deay to a liquid material at onstant rate:� �N>0 in P[T[Q, ~�N>0 in N. (H7)Suh di�erent values reet the di�erent modes of ell death, i.e. apoptosis within the ordversus nerosis when � reahes the death threshold. We shall also onsider in setion 2 the asein whih the region N is absent.We denote by u the veloity �eld of the ellular omponent (here assumed to be the samefor both living and dead ells) and by v the veloity of the extraellular uid. Assuming equaldensities for viable ells, dead ells and extraellular uid, the inrement of ellular volumeduring proliferation is due to the inorporation of an equal volume of extraellular material.



5.Thus, the governing equations for the three volume frations in P[T[Q are:��V�t +r � (u �V ) = �(�)�V � [�(�) + �C(; �) + �R(�; t)℄ �V ; (1:1)��N�t +r � (u �N ) = [�(�) + �C(; �) + �R(�; t)℄ �V � �N�N ; (1:2)��E�t +r � (v �E) = ��(�)�V + �N�N ; (1:3)as long as �E > ��E (otherwise the proliferation rate must be redued by a fator tending tozero when �E!0). In equations (1.1)-(1.3),  is the onentration of a ytotoxi hemial, and�C(; �) is the hemially indued death rate. The dependene of �C on � allows us to representa di�erent sensitivity to treatment of yling ells with respet to quiesent ells. The last termin (1.1) desribes the ell killing rate by radiation: the dependene of �R on t takes into aountthe shedule of radiation treatment and the delayed e�ets following the delivery of a singledose.In the region N, sine �V =0, the balane equations redue to��N�t +r � (u �N ) = �~�N�N ; (1:4)��E�t +r � (v �E) = ~�N�N : (1:5)Summing up (1.1)-(1.3) and (1.4)-(1.5), and imposing �V +�N+�E=1, we �ndr � [u(�V + �N ) + v�E ℄ = 0 ; (1:6)that expresses total mass onservation.To model the transport of the nutrient, we suppose, as previously mentioned, that its on-entration within the ells is the same as the onentration in the extraellular uid and thatits di�usivity is uniform throughout the system. This proves to be the ase for fast di�usingsubstanes like oxygen. In suh a way we an write the mass balane equation as follows:���t �D�� +r � (�[u(�V + �N) + v�E ℄) = �'(�)�V ; (1:7)where '(�) is the onsumption rate of viable ells and D is the di�usion oeÆient; '(�) isassumed to be a funtion of Mihaelis-Menten type (possibly di�erent in P and in Q with asmooth interpolation in T). Thus:� '(�) is a bounded, twie ontinuously di�erentiable inreasing funtion for ���N ,and '(�N )>0 . (H8)In order to express the veloity �elds in equations (1.1){(1.7), one should desribe the dynamisof the mixture of ells and extraellular uids, writing the momentum balane and inluding theinterations among the omponents, as pointed out in [2℄. To avoid new assumptions neessary toexpress the stress tensor and to take full advantage of the simpli�ed geometry, we deided insteadto remain in a purely kinemati framework, introduing the further approximation �E=onstant(although �E is likely to take di�erent values in P[T[Q and in the region N, and to hange



6.during the evolution of the system { in partiular, it may beome transiently large duringtreatments induing ell death). Thus we set:�E = 1� �?; �? = onstant :This amounts to saying that both living and dead ells, despite their volume loss, keep a uniformspatial arrangement. As a result of this simpli�ation, from (1.1), (1.2) and (1.4) we an deduethe following equation for the veloity �eld u:r � u = (�(�)�V�? � �N(1� �V�? ) in P [ T [Q�~�N in N: (1:8)From now on, we will set �V�? = � ; � 2 [0; 1℄ : (1:9)Moreover we assume that u has a negligible omponent along the axis of the ord (this sim-pli�ation is justi�able away from the ends of the ord). Thus, denoting by u(r; t) the radialomponent of u, we an writedivu = 1r ��r (ru) = � (�(�) + �N )� � �N in P [T [Q�~�N in N: (1:10)Inserting (1.10) in div(�u) = �divu+u��=�r, we �nally get for � in P[T[Q the followingequation ���t + u���r + ���+ �C + �R � (�+ �N )(1� �)� = 0 ; (1:11)and, integrating (1.10) with the ondition u(r0; t)=0, we �nd in P[T[Qru = Z rr0 r0[(�(�) + �N )� � �N ℄ dr0 : (1:12)Let r=�N(t) be the interfae between the Q and N regions. Sine neroti material annot beonverted bak to living ells, the following ondition must be satis�ed:u(�N ; t) � _�N ; (1:13)u(�N ; t)� _�N being the feeding rate per unit surfae of the neroti zone. Condition (1.13) hasa entral role in the model.Conerning the equation for �, making use of (1.6) and of the assumption ��=�z=0 (z beingthe axial oordinate), that eliminates from (1.7) the axial omponent of v, from equation (1.7)we derive ���t �D�� + ���r [u�? + �v(1� �?)℄ = �'(�)�?� ; (1:14)where by �v(r; t) we denote the average along the axial diretion of the radial omponent of the�eld v over the ord length. We may indiretly estimate the value of �v at the vessel wall from theobservation of a uid loss rate from the vasulature ranging from 0.14 to 0.22 m3=h per gram oftissue in experimental tumours [7℄. Assuming an overall surfae of exhanging vasulature of 20m2 per gram, we obtain (1� �?)�v ' 70� 110 �m=h, while a typial value for u is of the order



7.of 1 �m=h. Sine for oxygen we have D'2�10�5 m2=se [17℄, we an ompare the oeÆientsof ��=�r in (1.14), onluding that di�usion is largely dominating in ords whose radius is ofthe order of 100�m. Moreover, in the typial time sale of ord evolution, the whole transportproess an be onsidered quasi-stationary. Therefore (1.14) is e�etively replaed by�� = f(�)� ; (1:15)where f(�) ='(�)�?=D. The interfaes r= �P (t), r= �Q(t) bounding T are de�ned impliitlyas �(�P (t); t) = �P ; �(�Q(t); t) = �Q : (1:16)At the inner boundary, i.e. at the vessel wall, we presribe�(r0; t) = �? : (1:17)When the ells at the boundary �N (t) enter the neroti zone, that is whenu(�N ; t) > _�N ; (1:18)the Q/N free boundary arries the onditions�(�N (t); t) = �N (1:19)���r ����r=�N (t) = 0 ; (1:20)and so the interfae is de�ned impliitly and is not a material surfae. If ondition (1.18) annotbe satis�ed together with (1.19)-(1.20), as it may atually our if absorption is dereasingbeause of the derease of � aused by the ation of treatment, then the interfae with theneroti zone beomes a material surfae and � must be left free to raise above �N . In this ase,the motion of the interfae is desribed by the equation_�N = u(�N ; t) ; (1:21)and the new onstraint �(�N ; t) � �N (1:22)must be imposed, while (1.20) is unhanged. Of ourse, when (1.22) is violated, we must revertto the previous formulation. We remark that the possibility for the free boundary r = �N (t) tobe non-material or material at di�erent times is a partiular feature of this model.We must also de�ne the exterior boundary, denoted as B(t), where there is no exhange ofmatter. This boundary is de�ned as _B = u(B; t) (1:23)originating from the initial ondition B(0) = B0 ; (1:24)and is an additional free boundary in the problem.The disussion about the initial ondition for (1.11) and the seletion of B0 is rather deliate(note that equation (1.11) requires no boundary ondition for r = r0, where u vanishes). Wedenote by �0, �0 the steady state solution of the system of equations (1.11), (1.12), (1.15), (1.17),



8.(1.19), (1.20), (1.23) (the latter interpreted as u(B0)=0) in the absene of the hemial and ofradiation (�C =�R=0). As we shall see, determining the triple (�0; �0; B0) is by no means aneasy task and we will devote Setion 2 to it. To desribe the response to a treatment startingat t = 0 of a fully developed tumour ord, we assume�(r; 0) = �0(r) (1:25)whih implies �(r; 0) = �0(r) : (1:26)The evolution problem must be omplemented with the transport equation for . Also for theytotoxi hemial we do not distinguish the onentrations inside and outside the ells, andwe assume uniform di�usivity. We an thus perform a disussion parallel to the one made for�. However we must remark that: 1) the boundary onditions an be rapidly hanging due tothe pharmaokinetis of the drug, so that the proess annot be onsidered quasi-stationary;2) the lower bound for the di�usion oeÆient of the drug, DC , whih still allows us to ne-glet the onvetive terms, is about 5 �10�8 m2=se. For lower di�usivities the model shouldbe onsiderably modi�ed, beause the �eld �v beomes important. In this paper we keep theassumption DC > 5 �10�8 m2=se, whih is satis�ed, for instane, by drugs suh as tirapaza-mine (DC =7:0�10�7 m2=se [14℄). Therefore we have for  the following di�usion-absorptionequation: ��t �DC� = �'C(; �)�?� � � ; (1:27)with (r0; t) = ?(t) ; (1:28)��r ����r=B(t) = 0 ; (1:29)(r; 0) = 0 : (1:30)The various terms in (1.27) have the following meaning: 'C(; �) is a ontinuously di�erentiablefuntion, positive for > 0 and vanishing for =0, that represents the net ellular uptake andmetabolism of the drug. Through the dependene of 'C on � it is possible to take into aountthe di�erent drug uptake by yling and quiesent ells, whereas the dependene on  takes intoaount the modality of uptake (for instane, the dependene on  may be of Mihaelis-Mententype); the oeÆient ��0 may be assoiated with a possible natural deay of  (if the substaneis hemially unstable). The funtion ?(t) in (1.28) will represent the pharmaokinetis of thedrug in the tumour vasulature.We summarize here the statement of the evolution problem.Problem P : Find the �eld funtions� �(r; t): di�erential equation (1.11) for r0 < r � �N (t), initial ondition (1.25), no boundaryonditions, �(r; t)2 [0; 1℄,� u(r; t): integral equation (1.12) for r0 < r � �N (t) and divu = �~�N for �N (t) < r < B(t),ontinuous aross the interfae,� �(r; t): di�erential equation (1.15), ondition on the �xed boundary (1.17), either free bound-ary onditions (1.19)-(1.20) under the onstraint (1.18), or (1.20)-(1.21) if the latter is violated,with (1.22) beoming the new onstraint,� (r; t): di�erential equation (1.27), initial ondition (1.30), boundary onditions (1,28)-(1.29),



9.and the interfaes� �N (t): de�ned either impliitly through the Cauhy onditions (1.19)-(1.20) or as a materialsurfae by (1.21),� B(t): di�erential equation (1.23), initial ondition (1.24).The interfaes �P (t), �Q(t) are de�ned as the level urves �=�P , �=�Q.2. The stationary solutionIn this setion we investigate the stationary solution of the untreated system (�C = �R = 0),to be used as initial data for the evolution problem. For ease of notation we will drop in thissetion the subsript \0" used in (1.25),(1.26) to denote the stationary solution.Although the typial experimental situation, to whih we made spei� referene in the for-mulation of the evolution problem, is haraterized by the presene of a purely neroti region,in the study of the steady state we also envisage the possibility that suh a neroti region maybe absent. Both ases may our, depending on the values of the various parameters involved.The stationary problem with a neroti region (Case I): Find the triple (�; �; u), �(r)2 [0; 1℄, andthe boundaries �N ,B of the neroti zone, with B>�N , satisfying�� = f(�)� ; r0 < r < �N ; (2:1)�(r0) = �? ; (2:2)�(�N ) = �N ; (2:3)���r ����r=�N = 0 ; (2:4)���r +A� = 0 ; r0 < r < �N ; (2:5)A = 1u [�(�)� (�(�) + �N)(1 � �)℄ (2:6)with �(�) and �(�) previously de�ned,ru = �R rr0 r0[(�(�) + �N )� � �N ℄ dr0 ; r0 < r � �N�Nu(�N )� (~�N=2)(r2 � �2N ) ; �N < r � B ; (2:7)u(B) = 0 : (2:8)Of ourse, in the above formulation it is impliitly assumed that the parameters are suh thatu(�N )>0, so that u>0 for r0<r<B.The stationary problem without a neroti region (Case II). The unknowns are (�; �; u) and theouter boundary B suh that the following equations are satis�ed: (2.1), (2.5), (2.6), the �rstequation in (2.7), all for r0<r<B, (2.2), (2.8) and�(B) � �N ; � > �N for r0 < r < B ; (2:30)���r ����r=B = 0 : (2:40)



10.We expet that the latter ase ours when �N is suÆiently large and � is suÆiently large inQ.We remark that the assumption (H8), i.e. f(�N )>0, is neessary in Case I (otherwise it anbe seen that problem (2.1), (2.3), (2.4) for any �nite �N an only have the onstant solution� � �N ). Moreover, in both ases we may say a priori that �r < 0 (in (r0; �N ) or in (r0; B),respetively) and that, as we shall see very soon, the right derivative of u at r0 is equal to�0��min, pointing out that �0>�min is a neessary ondition to have a positive veloity �eld.In the sequel, it will be onvenient to distinguish the ases:�N > �max (2:9)�N � �max ; (2:10)where �max is the maximal value of �(�) that exists �nite in view of (H1). As we shall see, (2.9)allows to obtain a positive lower bound for � in Case I.We shall prove an existene and uniqueness theorem treating Case I and Case II simultane-ously:Theorem 2.1. Under the previously stated assumptions (H1)-(H8), the stationary problem hasone unique solution.The remarkable feature of (2.5)-(2.6) is that u vanishes for r= r0, so (2.5) beomes degenerateand we annot presribe � for r=r0. We irumvent this diÆulty by noting that when �>�Pequations (2.5)-(2.6) are satis�ed by �=�max with�max = 1� �min�0 + �N : (2:11)If �min=0, �max=1; otherwise �max2(0; 1) thanks to (H6). We an prove:Lemma 2.1. When �(�)=�0 and �(�)=�min, (2.11) is the only nontrivial bounded solutionof (2.5), (2.6).Proof. We observe that if the limit of � for r!r+0 exists bounded and di�erent from �max andzero, then the derivative of � has a nonintegrable singularity near r0, ontraditing the existeneof a bounded limit for �. We an also exlude �!0 beause ��=�r and � would have oppositesign in a neighbourhood of r0, where it an be seen that A> 0. If � has no limit, we remarkthat it an osillate only if all its maxima are equal to �max and all its minima equal to zero.However, if �=�max at any point separated from r0 (A is then bounded), the only ompatiblesolution of (2.5) is � = �max. Therefore, we must only examine the ase in whih � tends to�max. In that ase, in the proximity of r0, we haveu ' (�0 � �min)(r � r0)and, if we set �=�max�~�, then A = � 1u(�0 + �N)~� :From (2.5) we an see that, in the ase we are onsidering, � annot exeed �max. By using theabove �rst-order approximation for u, the behaviour of ~� is desribed at the leading order inr�r0 by the equation �~��r + �0 + �N�0 � �min 1r � r0 ~�(�max � ~�) = 0 ; (2:12)



11.to whih we impose the ondition ~�! 0 as r! r+0 so to have the orret limit �(r)! �max asr!r+0 . Separating the variables, we an integrate (2.12) bakwards from a point �r0>r0, wherewe suppose to know the value ~�(�r0)= ~�0<�max with ~�0>0. The result is1�max log ���� ~�(�max � ~�0)~�0(�max � ~�) ���� = � �0 + �N�0 � �min log r � r0�r0 � r0 ; (2:13)and we see that for any ~�0>0 we have a sign inompatibility in the limit r!r+0 . Hene, it mustneessarily be ~�0=0 and �=�max.Thus we put ���max as long as ���P , i.e. for r2(r0; �P ℄ and we work with the (nondegenerate)system (2.5),(2.6) for r>�P , with the ondition�(�P ) = �max : (2:14)A useful a priori result is the following:Lemma 2.2. In Case I the volume fration � is positive, ontinuously di�erentiable and non-inreasing in (r0; �N ℄. More preisely:a) if ��0 then ��1 in P[T[Q;b) if �=0 for ����, with ��2 (�N ; �P ℄ and �>0 for �<��, then �(r)=1 for r0�r���, with�� de�ned by �(��)=��, and �0(r)<0 for ��<r<�N ;) if �=�min>0 for ����, with ��2(�N ; �P ℄, then �0(r)<0 for �P <r<�N .Moreover, if �N>�max then �>�min, with�min = 1� �max�N : (2:15)In Case II, � is positive, ontinuously di�erentiable and noninreasing in (r0; B). Either b) or) hold after substituting B to �N .Proof. The ontinuity of �0(r) is an immediate onsequene of � = �max in [r0; �P ℄ and of(2.5)-(2.7). We start with Case I. First of all, we remark that, dealing a priori with a solution,we may use the properties u(r)� û>0 in (�P ; �N ) and �r<0 in the same interval. Therefore, theproperty �>0 omes diretly from the formal integration of (2.5) for r>�P with the ondition�(�P )=�max. In partiular, �(�N )>0. Case a) is trivial: sine �+�N >0, when ��0 the onlysolution of (2.5) with �(�P ) = �max=1 is � � 1. We note that, when �� 0, only a solution oftype I is possible.In order to deal with b) and ), let us onsider the funtion �̂(r) de�ned by the onditionA(r)=0, that is �̂(r) = 1� �(�(r))�(�(r)) + �N : (2:16)Sine �N>0, �̂(r) is de�ned also in Q. In ase b) we have �= �̂=1 up to r=��. Computing�̂0(r) = �r�+ �N � ��0�+ �N � �0� ;we see that �̂0(r) < 0 in the union I of the intervals where ��0 > 0 and=or �0 < 0, whih byassumption (H5) inludes a right neighbourhood of �� and is onneted. If �� 2 (�Q; �P ℄ itis indeed I = (��;max[�Q; ���℄), ��� being suh that �(���) = ���, whereas if �� 2 (�N ; �Q℄ it is



12.I=(��; ���). Now we prove that as long as �̂0< 0 we must have � > �̂ and onsequently A> 0,implying �0<0. Suppose that for some �r2I we have �(�r)<�̂(�r), implying A(�r)<0 and �0(�r)>0.As a onsequene, there must be a point r?2 (��; �r) in whih � has a loal minimum and thusA(r?)=0 and �(r?)<�̂(r?), whih is impossible. Also, we an exlude that � equals �̂ at somepoint �r of I, beause at suh a point A=0 and thus we are bak to the previous ontraditionin a left neighbourhood of �r. Therefore �>�̂ and �0<0 in I.If ���=�N then �0<0 for r2(��; �N ). If not, in the interval [�?; �N ), where �?=max[�Q; ���℄,we have �= �max> 0 and �̂ =1��max=�N . We investigate the behaviour of � in the interval[�?; �N ). If �N � �max, it is �̂ � 0 and neessarily � > �̂ and �0 < 0 in [�?; �N ). If �N > �maxit is �̂= �min and, if �(�?)>�min, we have � >�min and �0< 0 in (�?; �N ), beause otherwise,integrating (2.5) bakwards from a point where �=�min, we onlude that �(�?)=�min againstour assumption. Suppose now that �(�?)= �min, whih would imply �= �min in [�?; �N ), andtake the di�erene ~�=���min. We have, for r<�?A = 1u [�� (�+ �N )(1� ~� � �min)℄ = 1u [�� �max + �N ~� � �(�max�N � ~�)℄and we an write the equation~�0 + 1u [�� �max + �N ~� � �(�max�N � ~�)℄(~� + �min) = 0in the form ~�0 + ~A~� = Æwith ~A = 1u [�� �(�max�N � ~�)� �max + �N ~� + (�+ �N )�min℄= 1u [�� �(�max�N � ~� � �min)� 2�max + �N + �N ~�℄and Æ = 1u (�max � �+ ��max�N )�min :For �?�r > 0 suÆiently small, we have ~A> 0, beause ~A(�?)> 0 sine ���max=�N ~�=0 forr=�?. Also, Æ > 0 in the same interval. Therefore integrating the o.d.e. for ~� bakwards fromr=�? with the ondition ~�(�?)=0, we obtain ~�<0, ontraditing the already established result~�>0 for r<�?.In ase ) the set I is not neessarily onneted, but it inludes at least the interval (�P ; �Q),thus �0<0 in T. If � is onstant, then I oinides with T and, to extend the result �0<0 to Q,we may argue as in the ase b). If there is a gap between region T and the set where �0<0 thesame argument applies there, leading to the same onlusion.In Case II, sine u(B)=0, the formal integration of (2.5) gives �>0 for r2 (r0; B). We notepreliminarly that in ase b) it is B>��, beause u is positive for r0<r���. The same annot beguaranteed in ase ). Following the above arguments with the neessary slight modi�ations,the stated properties an be demonstrated.The proof of Theorem 2.1 is based on the following argument. First we onsider the auxiliaryproblem in whih, in plae of onditions (2.3),(2.4), we presribe���r ����r=r0 = �? < 0 (2:17)



13.and we look for (�; �; u) up to r = �̂ whih is the minimum among the points where u or �rvanish for the �rst time or where � takes the value �N . In suh a way � is never inreasing and�rr>0 as long as �r<0.A basi property of the auxiliary problem is that, setting �= �max, we an solve the system(2.1), (2.2), (2.17) for �, reduing it to the nonlinear Volterra integral equation� = �? + r0�? log rr0 + �max Z rr0 r0f(�) log rr0 dr0 ; (2:18)up to the point �P (�?) at whih � takes the value �P , whih is de�ned if �? is less than somenegative onstant. We also �nd that in the same interval (r0; �P )�r = �? r0r + �max Z rr0 f(�)r0r dr0 ; (2:19)and u = 12(�0 � �min)(r2 � r20) : (2:20)Therefore, � and u are independent of �? as long as ���P , and di�erentiating (2.18) w.r.t. �?we obtain a linear integral equation in ��=��?:����? = r0 log rr0 + �max Z rr0 r0f 0(�) ����? log rr0 dr0 ;showing that ��=��? > 0. The fat that ��r=��? > 0 in the same interval is now an easyonsequene of (2.19). It is also easy to onlude that �P (�?) is an inreasing funtion.Then, we shall go through the following steps:1) We show that, for r > �P (�?) and �? in a suitable interval, we an ontinue the solution(�; �; u) in a unique way up to r= �̂.2) We prove that �, �r, �, and u depend monotonially on �? also for r>�P .3) We establish that there is a unique hoie of �? suh that (2.3),(2.4) or (2.30),(2.40) aresatis�ed.We start by looking for a priori bounds on �?.Lemma 2.3. The value of �? making (2.3),(2.4) or (2.30),(2.40) satis�ed lies in a suitableinterval (�1;�2) whih an be omputed a priori.Proof. If we onsider the Cauhy problem�� = f(�)�max ;�(r0) = �? ; ���r ����r=r0 = �? ;we immediately realize that both � and �r depend monotonially on �? and that we an hoose�?=�2 in suh a way that ��=�r vanishes where � takes the value �P . From (2.20) we note thatu(�P )>0. Therefore, if we want that (2.3),(2.4) or (2.30),(2.40) are ful�lled, we must neessarilyhave �? < �2. We note that, for all �? < �2, the funtion �P (�?) is uniquely de�ned in amonotone fashion.



14.Let us now establish a lower bound for �?. As we said, for any �xed �? < �2, as long as� > �P , the auxiliary problem is redued to the integral equation (2.18). We also know thatbeyond �P the volume fration � does not exeed �max. We ompare the ontinuation of �(r)for r>�P with the funtion !(r) satisfying�! = f(�P )�max ; r > �P ; (2:21)!(�P ) = �P ; !r(�P ) = �� < 0 ; (2:22)with �� hosen in suh a way that !r vanishes where !=�N . If �r(�P )� ��, we see that !>�,!r > �r and therefore �r is negative where � = �N . If we denote by �1 a Cauhy datum for�r(r0) whih produes �r(�P )= ��, then we should learly have �?>�1.Proving the existene of �1 is not diÆult, but not trivial either. The funtion ! an bewritten expliitly for any �P >r0 and any ��<0:! = �P + �P �� log r�P + 12S�r2 � �2P2 � �2P log r�P � ;with S=f(�P )�max, and !r = ���Pr + 12S�r � �2Pr � :Imposing that !r vanishes where != �N , we obtain an algebrai system for the pair (��N ; ��),��N being the point suh that !(��N )=�N . Putting ��N=�P =y>1, suh a system an be writtenin the following form: �� = �12S�P (y2 � 1) ; (2:23)�(y) = 2S�2P (�P � �N ) ; (2:24)where �(y) = y2 log y � y2 � 12 (2:25)is suh that �0(y) = 2y log y > 0 for y > 1. Thus for �P 2 (r0; �P (�2)) there is a one-to-onemapping between �P and y, through whih we an de�ne the ontinuous funtion �� = h(�P )with range in a �nite interval ��min� ��� ��max<0. Going bak to the question of determining�1, we note that suh a problem orresponds to the determination of a value of �? with theproperty that the funtion �?, de�ned as �?(�?) = �r(�P (�?)), takes preisely the value of ��orresponding to �P (�?).Sine �? = �? r0�P + �max�P Z �Pr0 f(�)r dr < 0for �?2(�1;�2), we haved�?d�? = � 1�P d�Pd�?�? + r0�P + �max�P Z �Pr0 rf 0(�) ����? dr + S d�Pd�? > 0 ;and we onlude that �? grows from �1 to 0 as �? varies from �1 to �2.Hene, we an de�ne a C1 funtion �P =g(�?), monotonially inreasing from r0 to �P (�2),over the interval (�1; 0). On the other hand, as we have seen, we have the C1 mapping�� = h(�P ). Therefore, in the plane (��; �P ) the two graphs �P = g(��) and �� = h(�P ) musthave at least one intersetion. To eah intersetion we assoiate a value of �1 via the mapping�P ! �?, and our �nal de�nition of �1 is the largest in the set of the values above.Now we turn our attention to the existene of a solution to the auxiliary problem.



15.Lemma 2.4. The auxiliary problem (2.1), (2.2), (2.17), (2.5), (2.6), (2.7) is uniquely solvablefor any �?2(�1;�2) up to r= �̂.Proof. For eah �? 2 (�1;�2), we �nd �(r) in (r0; �P (�?)), and beyond �P , we onsider theontinuation !(r) obtained by solving (2.21),(2.22), with �� = �r(��P ). For any given funtion�(r) taking values in (0; �max℄ the solution of �� = f(�)� with the same Cauhy data in �Pas for ! is suh that �� !, �r �!r. In partiular, � is dereasing as long as ! is dereasing.Thus we have an estimate (�P ; r1), r1 being suh that !r(r1)= 0, of the interval in whih � isdereasing. Also, we note that u(�P ) an be omputed asu(�P ) = �0 � �min2�P (�2P � r20) (2:26)and that for r>�P u(r) > 1r��0 � �min2 (�2P � r20)� �N2 (r2 � �2P )� = F (r) : (2:27)Thus for any um2(0; u(�P )) we an de�ne r2 suh that F (r2)=um.At this point we try to set up a �xed point argument to prove existene in (�P ; �r), with�r=min(r1; r2). We introdue the set of funtionsN = f� 2 C([�P ; �r℄) j �(�P ) = �max; � noninreasing; � 2 [0; �max℄;Lip� � �max�maxum g ;whih, if �=0, redues to the only element �=1. For � given in N we solve the problem�� = f(�)� ; �(�P ) = �P ; �r(�+P ) = �r(��P ) ; r > �P (2:28)and we de�ne ~�(r) by solving the problem�~��r + ~A~� = 0 ; ~�(�P ) = �max ; (2:29)with ~A = 1u [�(�)� (�(�) + �N)(1 � ~�)℄ (2:30)and ru = �Pu(�P ) + Z r�P r0[(�(�) + �N )� � �N ℄ dr0 ; (2:31)� being the solution of (2.28) and � the hosen element of N . If �=0, the trivial �xed pointis � = 1. We know that in (�P ; �r) � is dereasing and u > um > 0. Re-reading the proof ofLemma 2.2 we see that this is all we need to onlude that ~� is non-inreasing and with rangein (0; �max℄. In addition, sine ~A�0, we an say that ~A ��max=um and therefore ~�2N .Take now �1, �2 2 N and onsider the orresponding funtions ~�1, ~�2 as well as ~A1, ~A2, �1,�2, u1, u2. We put Æ=�1��2, ~Æ=~�1�~�2. It is not diÆult to show that ~Æ satis�es�~Æ�r + � ~A1 + ~�2u2 (�2 + �N )�~Æ = ~�2u2 ��0(�1 � �2)(1 � ~�1) + (u1 � u2) ~A1 � �0(�1 � �2)� ; (2:32)



16.with �0 and �0 evaluated at values between �1 and �2 and ~Æ(�P )=0, and thatu1 � u2 = �1r Z r�P r0[(�(�1) + �N)Æ + �2�0(�1 � �2)℄ dr0 : (2:33)As to the di�erene �1��2, we have�(�1 � �2) = [f(�1)� f(�2)℄�1 + f(�2)Æ (2:34)with zero Cauhy data at r=�P . Thus�1 � �2 = Z r�P r0 log rr0 [f 0(�1 � �2)�1 + f(�2)Æ℄ dr0 : (2:35)So we an use Gronwall's inequality to obtain the following estimatesup(�P ;r) j�1 � �2j � C1(r)Z r�P Æ(r0) dr0 ; (2:36)where C1(r) is a known inreasing funtion of r, vanishing for r=�P . Hene, a similar inequalityholds for ju1�u2j sup(�P ;r) ju1 � u2j � C2(r)Z r�P Æ(r0) dr0 : (2:37)Writing down the expliit expression of ~Æ, we obtainj~Æ(r)j � Z r�P C3(r0)Z r0�P Æ(r00) dr00 dr0 : (2:38)Therefore we onlude that the mapping �! ~� is ontinuous in the sup-norm and ontrativefor r lose enough to �P . By standard arguments this provides existene and uniqueness up to�r. In order to onlude the proof of the lemma we apply the same proedure for r> �r, rede�ning! as the solution of�! = f(�(�r))�(�r) ; !(�r+) = �(�r�) ; !r(�r+) = �r(�r�) ; (2:39)thus shifting r1 to the right, and rede�ning the funtion F (r) asF (r) = 1r��ru(�r)� �N2 (r2 � �r2)� ;whih provides a new value of r2 through F (r2)=um, um2(0; u(�r)). Finally, if we observe thatwe an take um arbitrarily lose to zero, we onlude that repeating this proedure we obtainpreisely the desired result.We remark that the funtion �(r) obtained as solution of the auxiliary problem is positiveand noninreasing in (r0; �̂). Moreover, if �min> 0, it is �0< 0 in (�P ; �̂), whereas if �min=0it is �0<0 in (��; �̂) for the values of �? suh that �(�̂)<��. These properties an be hekedfollowing the argument of Lemma 2.2.The monotoniity result (step 2) is now stated by the following lemma.



17.Lemma 2.5. The funtions �, � and u solving the auxiliary problem depend monotonially on�?. Indeed, ��=��? > 0, ��r=��? > 0, ��=��? � 0 (��=��? > 0 in the interval in whih � isdereasing) and �u=��?�0.Proof. The auxiliary problem is equivalently rewritten as� = �? + r0�? log rr0 + Z rr0 r0f(�)� log rr0 dr0 ; r0 � r � �̂(�?) (2:40)� = �max exp��Z r�P Adr0� ; r > �P ; �P � r � �̂(�?) (2:41)together with the expression (2.7) for u. We reall that A ontains u, � and �, so that (2.41) isjust a formal way of representing �. Let us di�erentiate (2.40), (2.7) and (2.41) with respet to�?. We obtain ����? = r0 log rr0 + Z rr0 r0�f 0(�) ����? � + f(�) ����? � log rr0 dr0 ; (2:42)r �u��? = Z rr0 r0��0 ����? � + (�+ �N ) ����? � dr0 ; (2:43)����? = �� Z r�P �A��? dr0 ; (2:44)where we have used A(�P )=0. We note that for r0�r��P (�?) the r.h.s. of (2.43) is identiallyzero (�0=0, �=�max), in agreement with ru= 12 (�0��min)(r2�r20), independent of �?.Next we ompute�A��? = �Au �u��? � 1u��0 ����? (1� �)� (�+ �N ) ����? � �0 ����? � (2:45)in whih we may eliminate �u=��? making use of (2.43). It is also important to reall thatthe problem for � is unoupled up to r= �P (beause � = �max) and that ��=��? > 0 in thatinterval, as it is easily dedued from (2.42) itself and as already mentioned. Thus the monotonedependene result has in fat to be shown for r >�P (�?) (�P is an inreasing funtion of �?).For this reason we rewrite (2.42) in the form����? = ����? ����r=�P (�?) + r0 log r�P + Z r�P r0 log rr0 f 0� ����? dr0+Z r�P r0 log rr0 f ����? dr0 ; r > �P (2:46)while (2.44) beomes, after some algebra,1� ����? = Z r�P ��r0F (r0; r)� + 1u (1� �)��0 � �0u � ����? dr0+Z r�P �r0F (r0; r)� 1u�(�+ �N ) ����? dr0 ; r > �P (2:47)



18.with F (r0; r) = Z rr0 1r00 Au dr00 ; r > r0 : (2:48)As we said, the term ��=��?jr=�P (�?) in (2.46) is stritly positive, while ��=��? is zero at thesame point. We have obtained a system of linear Volterra integral equations for the pair ��=��?,��=��? and we restrit r to stay far from the possible singularity of 1=u. We distinguish thesame three ases a), b) and ) as in the proof of Lemma 2.2. Case a): ��0 implies ��=��?�0implying also ��=��?>0. Case b): ��=��?=0 up to r=�� and we may rewrite (2.47) replaing�P by ��. Note that the problem for � is unoupled in (r0; ��), where we an easily see that��=��?>0. We onsider the modi�ed version of (2.47) for r>�� and suÆiently lose to ��, sothat ��=��?>0. If (1��)�0��0=��0>0 for r=�+� , then R r��(1=u)[(1��)�0��0℄(��=��?) dr0>0is the only term of order r���, all the remaining ones being at least O[(r���)2℄. Thus ��=��?>0for a suÆiently small interval on the right of ��.If �0=0 at r=�+� we rewrite (2.47) in the formY (r) = �(r) + �(r)� Z r�� 1u�(�+ �N )Y dr0 ; (2:49)having de�ned Y (r) = 1� ����?�(r) = Z r�� 1u [(1� �)�0 � �0℄ ����? dr0�(r) = Z r�� r0F (r0; r)�� ����? + (�+ �N )Y � dr0 :We note that �(r)>0, at least as long as ��=��?>0, and we an make �(r)>0 for r not toofar from �� (note that A> 0 for r > ��, see Lemma 2.2, implying F > 0, and that Y (��) = 0).Hene (2.49) an be written Y (r) + Z r�� a(r0)Y (r0) dr0 = Z(r) (2:50)with Z=�+�>0, a=(1=u)�(�+�N )�0. From (2.50) it is not diÆult to onlude that Y hasthe same sign as Z in a neighbourhood of ��. In ase ), either (1��)�0��0 is positive for r=�P ,or it is positive in a right neighbourhood of it, and we an repeat the argument above. Clearly��=��? remains positive if ��=��?> 0, and even in a larger interval beyond the possible signinversion of ��=��?.Let us now suppose that ��=��? vanishes for the �rst time in some r= r̂ after it has beomepositive. Consider �rst the ase ) with r̂2(�P ; �Q℄. From (2.47) we haveZ r̂�P ��r0F (r0; r̂)� + 1u (1� �)��0 � �0u � ����? dr0+Z r̂�P �r0F (r0; r̂)� 1u�(�+ �N ) ����? dr0 = 0



19.and for r>r̂ we an write1� ����? = Z r̂�P r0�(r; r̂)��0 ����? dr0 + Z r̂�P r0�(r; r̂)(�+ �N ) ����? dr0+Z rr̂ ��r0F (r0; r)�+ 1u (1��)��0� �0u � ����? dr0+Z rr̂ �r0F (r0; r)� 1u�(�+�N ) ����? dr0 ; (2:51)with �(r; r̂) = F (r0; r)� F (r0; r̂) = Z rr̂ 1r00 Au dr00 > 0 :The �rst three terms are positive. Sine �0>0 in some interval and �(r; r̂)=O(r�r̂) (rememberthat A is stritly positive near r̂) we an say that the �rst and the third terms are O(r� r̂),thus dominating the last term, whose sign is unertain. In other words, we have proved that�(� log �=��?)=�r is positive in r̂, ontraditing the fat that ��=��? has attained a minimumthere in [�P ; r̂℄. If we are still in ase ), but r̂>�Q, (2.51) simpli�es to1� ����? = Z �Q�P r0�(r; r̂)��0 ����? dr0 + Z r̂�P r0�(r; r̂)(�+ �N ) ����? dr0+Z rr̂ �r0F (r0; r)� 1u��N ����? dr0 � Z rr̂ �0u ����? dr0 ; (2:52)and we reah a similar onlusion.Passing to ase b), we an argue in the same way if ��2(�P ; �Q). If instead ����Q, we haveto modify (2.51) to 1� ����? = Z r̂�� r0�(r; r̂)�N ����? dr0+Z rr̂ �r0F (r0; r)� 1u��N ����? dr0 � Z rr̂ �0u ����? dr0 ;and we infer the desired onlusion sine �N>0.One we have seen that ��=��?>0, ��=��?>0, it is immediate to hek that ��r=��?>0by di�erentiating r���r = r0�? + Z rr0 r0f(�)� dr0w.r.t. �?.Now we an omplete the proof of Theorem 2.1, on the basis of the monotoniity resultsobtained in the previous lemma.Proof. Proof of Thm. 2.1. In view of Lemma 2.4, we have obtained a one-parameter family ofsolutions of the auxiliary problem, inluding all possible solutions of the original problem. Thereason why a solution of that family is not a solution of the original problem is related to itsbehaviour at the terminal radial oordinate �̂. Namely, we may distinguish the following threedisjoint lasses of solutions of the auxiliary problem not solving the original problem:(�) �r(�̂)=0, �(�̂)>�N , u(�̂)>0;(�) �r(�̂)<0, �(�̂)=�N , u(�̂)>0;() �r(�̂)<0, u(�̂)=0.



20.The lass (�) is ertainly not empty, beause it ontains all the solutions with �? suÆientlylose to �2. One of the lasses (�) or () may be empty. The set (�) may on�ne with (�)or with (). In the former ase (�) and (�) are generally separated by a solution of the typeof Case I. In the latter ase (�) and () are separated by a solution of Case II. Classes (�)and () may both exist, but a boundary element, orresponding to some �? =�� , generallybelongs to () and therefore is not a solution. However, there an be the exeptional asein whih suh a boundary element is preisely the limit solution of Case II haraterized by�r(�N ) = 0, �(�N ) = �N , u(�N ) = 0, and also on�ning with lass (�). We an approah thesolution of our problem from above or from below, making �? derease from �2 or inrease from�1, respetively. Let us study eah of suh proedures. We reall that � is stritly inreasingwith �? and that ��=��?�0 is not identially zero in (r0; �̂), exept for the trivial ase ��0.This implies that �u=��? (always nonnegative) is also not identially zero and in partiular itis stritly positive near the end point �̂ (see (2.43)).1) �? dereasing from �2. Obviously we are moving through the set (�). Taking into aountthat �r(�̂)=0 and �(�̂) is stritly dereasing as long as u(�̂)>0, two ases are possible: eitheru(�̂) remains positive until �(�̂) reahes �N or u(�̂) vanishes before (or possibly when �(�̂)reahes �N ). In the �rst ase, for the orresponding value of �? a solution of type I is found,otherwise we have obtained a solution of type II.2) �? inreasing from �1. For �? lose to �1 we may have solutions in lass (�) or in lass(). Suppose we start with lass (�). Inreasing �?, either u(�̂) remains positive and then wereah exatly the same solution of type I approahed from above, or u(�̂) vanishes for some �?meaning that we are shifting to lass (), unless �r(�̂) also vanishes, so that we have reoveredthe limit solution of type II having �r(�̂)=0, �(�̂)=�N , u(�̂)=0. Moving within () (possiblyfrom �?=�1), an inrease of �? produes a positive veloity and the point �̂ is shifted to theright. The proedure stops when we reah a �̂ suh that not only u(�̂)=0, but also �r(�̂)=0, sothat (2.30),(2.40) are satis�ed.As a result of the disussion above, we an say that the interval (�1;�2) is partitioned in oneof the following ways:(�1;��) [ [�� ;�IIsol) [ f�IIsolg [ (�IIsol;�2) � I� [ I [ f�IIsolg [ I� (2:53)(�1;�Isol) [ f�Isolg [ (�Isol;�2) � I� [ f�Isolg [ I� : (2:54)In (2.53) the intervals I� , I , I� orrespond to solutions in the respetive lasses and �IIsol is thevalue of �? providing a solution of type II. The interval I� is possibly empty. In (2.54) �Isol isthe value of �? providing a solution of type I. It is quite evident that the monotone struture ofthe family of solutions has implied the uniqueness of the solution to the original free boundaryproblem.All we need to omplete the desription of the solution of Case I is to alulate the veloity�eld in the region N: ru� �Nu(�N ) = �12 ~�N (r2 � �2N ) ; (2:55)whih gives the oordinate B of the resting pointB2 = �2N + 2~�N �Nu(�N ) : (2:56)



21.3. Existene and uniqueness for the evolution problemWe suppose that at t= 0 the system is in equilibrium and a purely neroti region is present(Case I). In addition to (H1)-(H8), we make the following assumptions:� �C(; �) is a nonnegative, twie ontinuously di�erentiable, bounded funtion,inreasing with respet to  and vanishing for =0 (H9)� �R(�; t), t�0, is a nonnegative, twie ontinuously di�erentiable, bounded funtion,with �R(�; 0)=0 (H10)� ?(t), t�0, is nonnegative, ontinuously di�erentiable and bounded with?(0) = 0 . (H11)The aim of this setion is to prove the existene and uniqueness of the solution of Problem Pstated at the end of setion 1. To this purpose, we approximate the solution of the evolutionproblem using a step-by-step proedure. For a given time interval [0; T ℄ we take a partition in nequal parts: to simplify notation, we will omit the index \n" in the variables of the approximationof order n. For tehnial reasons, we need to extend the de�nition of the onsumption oeÆient'(�) for values of � less than �N :� '(�) is extended for 0��<�N in suh a way it possesses the same regularitystated in (H8), and it remains stritly positive. (H12)Let us now desribe our approximation sheme, starting from the �rst interval [0; �℄, with�=T=n. All the quantites referring to the steady state are denoted with the subsript \0" as insetion 1.1. Compute the urves (r̂) : r=�(r̂; t) integrating_� = u0(�) ; �(r̂; 0) = r̂ ; r̂ 2 [r0; B0℄ : (3:1)Note that �(B0; t) = B0, that is, the external boundary B(t) is equal to B0 in [0; �℄. Theharateristi lines do not interset beause (3.1) has a unique solution forward and bakward(u0 is indeed Lipshitz ontinuous), and the equation r = �(r̂; t) de�nes r̂ = �(r; t) uniquely.Moreover, ��=�r̂ > 0 and, more preisely, from �(��=�r̂)=�t=u00(�)(��=�r̂), ��=�r̂jt=0=1, wean say that ��=�r̂=exp[R t0 u00(�(r̂; �)) d� ℄, giving a positive lower (and upper) bound for ��=�r̂.Also, we write 0= (��=�r̂)(��=�t)+��=�t, giving ��=�t=�u0=(��=�r̂), whih is obviously a-priori bounded. Similarly we have 1 = (��=�r̂)(��=�r), implying ��=�r = (��=�r̂)�1, positiveand a-priori bounded. Moreover, the derivatives ��=�r, ��=�t are ontinuous.2. In the domain [r0; B0℄�[0; �℄ solve the problem for ��t �DC� = �� ; (3:2)(r0; t) = ?(t) ; (3:3)r(B0; t) = 0 ; (3:4)(r; 0) = 0 : (3:5)The onsumption term 'C(; �) is omitted in (3.2) beause in the �rst step we put �(r; 0)=0in it. This problem is standard, and it is well known that 0�� sup[0;�℄ ?(t) and that jrj anbe estimated in terms of sup[0;�℄ j _?(t)j.



22.3. Integrate the equationDu� = ����(�0) + �R(�0; t) + �C(; �0)� (�(�0) + �N)(1 � ��0)� � ��H(t; ; �0; ��0) (3:6)along the urves (r̂), where Du is the derivative along the harateristi lines (in this intervalDu= �=�t+u0 �=�r), and we have denoted ��0(r; t)= �0(�(r; t)). The initial datum is �(r̂; 0)=�0(r̂), r̂2(r0; �N0℄, and �(r̂; 0)=0, r̂2(�N0; B0℄, �N0 being the stationary value of �N .If we set H(r̂; t)=Hjr=�(r̂;t), we have�(r; t) = �0(�(r; t)) exp��Z t0 H(�(r; t); �) d�� : (3:7)Sine �0 is stritly positive for r̂2(r0; �N0℄ and H is bounded, also �(r; t) is stritly positive forr��(�N0; t). From expression (3.7) we may alulate ��=�r and ��=�t:���r = � ���r��00�0 � Z t0 �H�r̂ d�� ; (3:8)���t = ��H + � ���t��00�0 � Z t0 �H�r̂ d�� : (3:9)We remark that the right hand sides of (3.8)-(3.9) ontain �0, �0,  and their �rst derivativesw.r.t. r.4. Find �(r; t) and ~�N (t) suh that�� = f(�)� ; r0 < r < ~�N (t) ; (3:10)�(r0; t) = �? ; (3:11)�(~�N ; t) = �N ; (3:12)�r(~�N ; t) = 0 : (3:13)Equations (3.10)-(3.13) are equivalent to� � �N = Z ~�N (t)r r0 log r0r f(�)� dr0 ; (3:14)and �? � �N = Z ~�N (t)r0 r log rr0 f(�)� dr : (3:15)We want to show that the pair (�; ~�N ) an be found with ~�N (0) = �N0 and ~�N (t)< �(�N0; t)in some interval (0; t̂), t̂� �. It is easily seen that (3.10)-(3.13) have a unique solution (�; ~�N )provided that � does not approah zero. In order to ful�l this ondition, for the moment we give� a positive ontinuous extension for r>�(�N0; t) setting �(r; t)=�(�(�N0; t); t). Then we reallthat � ! �0 (provided that �0 is extended in the same way) and ��=�t! 0 as t! 0 in view ofassumptions (1.30) and (H9)-(H11), and beause of (3.9), (2.5)-(2.6). We may also establish theontinuity of ��=�t, noting that it satis�es the equation �(��=�t)=f 0(�)(��=�t)�+f(�)(��=�t),



23.r0<r< ~�N(t), with zero boundary values at r=r0, r=~�N(t). In partiular, sine ��=�t vanishesfor t=0, so does ��=�t. Now we ompute :~�N by di�erentiation of (3.15), obtaining:~�N ~�N [f(�)�℄����r=~�N(t) log ~�Nr0 = �Z ~�Nr0 r log rr0 ��t [f(�)�℄ dr : (3:16)Owing to the remarks above, (3.16) implies :~�N (0) = 0 < u0(�N0). Therefore, in some timeinterval [0; t̂℄, t̂��, the pair (�; ~�N ) is atually the solution of (3.14)-(3.15) where no use is madeof the extension of � (in other words, � is preisely the funtion alulated in step 3). Moreover,(3.16) shows the ontinuity of :~�N .Starting from t = 0, as long as u0(~�N )� :~�N , we set �N (t) = ~�N (t) and aept the solution� given by (3.14) up to the time �t suh that either a right neighbourhood of �t exists in whihu0(~�N )< :~�N , or in any right neighbourhood of �t the di�erene u0(~�N )� :~�N undergoes in�nitesign hanges. In the �rst ase, for t > �t we fore �N to oinide with the harateristi linetangent to r= ~�N (t) at t=�t, that is we set _�N=u0(�N ). In this ase �N beomes known and werede�ne � by solving the problem (3.10)-(3.11) and (3.13) (with ~�N hanged to �N ). We have:� � �(�N (t); t) = Z �N (t)r r0 log r0r f(�)� dr0 ; (3:17)�? � �(�N (t); t) = Z �N (t)r0 r log rr0 f(�)� dr ; (3:18)and it an be easily seen that �(�N (t); t) > �N in an open right neighbourhood of �t. In theseond ase, we must reonstrut arti�ially the possibility of omputing the ontinuation ofthe approximate solution over a �nite time interval. To this end, we selet a veloity utolas a small fration of u0(�P ), given by (2.26), and we onsider the time interval in whihu0(~�N )>:~�N �utol=n. Here we hoose one of the zeroes of the di�erene u0(~�N )� :~�N beyondwhih suh a quantity beomes negative. At that time instant we swith to the ondition_�N=u0(�N ), replaing (3.14)-(3.15) with (3.17)-(3.18).Of ourse, we have to swith bak to �N (t)= ~�N (t) from the possible time ~t after whih (3.18)an be satis�ed only with �(�N (t); t)<�N , and we will have again u0(~�N )>:~�N in an open rightneighborhood of ~t with a possible disontinuity of _�N at t=~t. If after ~t the di�erene �(�N ; t)��Nhas in�nitely many sign hanges in any right neighbourhood, after seleting �tol < �N , weonsider the time interval in whih �(�N ; t)>�N � �tol=n, swithing to �N (t)= ~�N(t) at one ofthe zeroes of �(�N ; t)��N beyond whih �(�N ; t)��N<0.We remark that if t̂<�, or t̂= � and �N (t̂ )=�(�N0; �), the time �t< t̂ previously de�ned willexist. Indeed, in this ase we may identify t̂ as the time instant suh that�? � �N = Z �(�N0;t̂ )r0 r log rr0 f(�)� dr :Therefore, for t 2 (0; t̂ ), we have �(�N0; t) > ~�N (t) and �(�N0; 0) = ~�N (0), �(�N0; t̂ ) = ~�N (t̂ ).In this situation the urve r = ~�N (t) beomes tangent to one of the harateristi lines �(r̂; t)for some r̂ < �N0 at some time smaller than t̂. Sine the urve r = ~�N (t) annot lay on this



24.

Fig. 2. An example of the onstrution of �N (t) (thik line) in the �rst time step. The hara-teristi lines are indiated by dashed lines and ~�N (t) by a thin ontinuous line. In this examplet̂=�.harateristi line up to t̂, it will leave the harateristi line at some �t<t̂. However, �t may existeven if t̂=� and �N (t̂)<�(�N0; �). Figure 2 shows an example of the onstrution of �N (t).5. We set � equal to zero and �(r; t)=�(�N (t); t) for r >�N (t), and this is the �nal form of �and � in the step. Moreover, we ontinue (r; t) for r>B by setting (r; t)=(B(t); t).6. With the new values of �, � we ompute the new veloity �eld on the basis of (1.10)ru = �R rr0 r0[(�(�) + �N )� � �N ℄ dr0 ; r0 < r � �N (t)�Nu(�N )� (~�N=2)(r2 � �2N ) ; r > �N (t) (3:19)where we have extended the de�nition of u beyond r = B(t) beause we may need it in thesequel.We are now ready to go to the seond time step (�; 2�℄, in whih we have:1. Continuation of the harateristi lines r=�(r̂; t). Starting with the value �(r̂; �) we integrate_�(t) = u(�(t); t � �); t 2 (�; 2�) : (3:20)From the ontinuation of the harateristi line r=�(r̂; t), the funtion r̂=�(r; t) is also de�nedfor t2(�; 2�℄. Likewise we ontinue the external boundary as_B(t) = u(B(t); t� �) ; B(�+) = B(��) : (3:21)2. Computation of  ��t �DC� = �'C(�; ��)��� � � ; (3:22)(r0; t) = ?(t) ; (3:23)r(B(t); t) = 0 ; (3:24)(r; �+) = (r; ��) ; r 2 (r0; B(�)℄ ; (3:25)



25.Here and in the sequel, we denote �(r; t) = (r; t� �), ��(r; t) = �(r; t� �), and ���(r; t) =�(�(�(r; t); t��); t��). Note that ���(r; t)>0 if r��(�(�N (�); �); t), otherwise ���=0. Therefore,the onsumption term in (3.22) is disontinuous. The solution exists in the spae W 2;1q for qarbitrarily large, and is in fat in the H�older spae H1+�;(1+�)=2 for any � 2 (0; 1) (see [15,h. 4℄).3. Computation of � Du� = ��H(t; ; ��; ���) ; (3:26)the initial values for � being provided by ontinuity through t=�. Thus, equation (3.7) an beextended to the interval (�; 2�℄.4. Computation of � and �N as desribed in the orresponding point of the �rst step, the veloity�eld being now u(r; t��). In the omparison between u(~�N (t); t��) and :~�N (t), the expressionof :~�N (t) at the general step is still given by (3.16). Note that the existene of �N (t), suh thatu(�N ; t��)> _�N (t) in a right neighbourhood of t=�, is now not guaranteed.5. The funtion � is set equal to zero and ���(�N (t); t) for r >�N (t). The funtion (r; t) isalso ontinued as in the �rst step.6. Computation of u by means of (3.19).Preisely the same sheme an be iterated up to t=T . In the following, when we refer to ��=�t,we mean that it is alulated in the positivity set of �. In partiular, the sup-norm k��=�tk islikewise referred to the support of �.Remark 3.1. In the approximating solutions, aording to the above desribed proedure, itis not diÆult to see that the funtion B(t) together with all the harateristi lines is C1[0; T ℄,whereas the interfae �N (t) is not in general ontinuously di�erentiable at the swithing points.The funtion �(r; t) is C1 for r 2 [r0; �N ℄ and for r 2 (�N ;1), t2 [0; T ℄. The funtions �(r; t),u(r; t) and (r; t) are ontinuous in [r0;1)� [0; T ℄. Moreover, as we shall see, the funtion belongs to H1+�;(1+�)=2, �2(0; 1). The funtions u(r; t) and �N(t) satisfy u(�N (t); t��)� _�N(t)>�utol=n (with t�� set to zero for t < �), so they will not neessarily satisfy inequality (1.13).Also, it an happen that �<�N and �>0 at the same (r; t) point; the approximating solutionsmay therefore be \non-physial".Our aim is now to show that the sequene of approximating solutions so generated de�nes setsof funtions that, when restrited to suitable ompat domains, are ompat in the sup-norm.First, we an establish the following properties:Lemma 3.1. In the family of approximating solutions, the funtions � for r 2 (r0; �N (t)℄ andt2 [0; T ℄ satisfy the inequalities 0 < N1 � �(r; t) � N2 ; (3:27)where N1 = infr2(r0;�N0℄ �0(r)e�kHkT ; N2 = supr2(r0;�N0℄ �0(r)ekHkT (3:28)and kHk denotes the sup of jHj.Proof. Having de�ned the harateristi line r = �(r̂; t) in the whole interval [0; T ℄, we ande�ne the funtion r̂ = �(r; t) for r 2 (r0; B(t)℄ and t 2 [0; T ℄. Thus, we an extend (3.7) forr2(r0; �N (t)℄, t2 [0; T ℄, namely�(r; t) = �0(�(r; t)) exp��Z t0 H(�(r; t); �) d�� ; (3:29)



26.where �(r; t)2(r0; �N0℄. From (3.29), the inequalities (3.27) follow immediately onsidering thatkHk � max[max�+max�R+max�C ; �0+�N ℄.Lemma 3.2. In the family of approximating solutions, �N (t) satis�es the inequalitiesr0 < R1 < �N (t) < R2 ; (3:30)where R1 = �r20 + (R̂21 � r20)e��NmaxT �1=2 ; (3:31)with �Nmax=max[�N ; ~�N ℄, R̂1 being the unique solution larger than r0 of the equationx2 log xr0 � 12(x2 � r20) = 2�? � �Nf(�?)N2 ; (3:32)and R2 the unique solution larger than r0 of the equationx2 log xr0 � 12(x2 � r20) = 2 �?f(�N)N1 : (3:33)Moreover B(t) > �N (t) : (3:34)Proof. Let T1 be the set of values of t2 [0; T ℄ suh that �(�N (t); t)=�N . For t2T1, we havefrom (3.14) �? � �N � f(�?)N2 Z �N (t)r0 r log rr0 dr= f(�?)N2�12�2N log �Nr0 � 14(�2N � r20)� ; (3:35)so that �N (t)�R̂1>R1>r0. Realling the onstrution of �N , at the time points of T2=[0; T ℄�T1(if not empty) the urve r = �N (t) is tangent to a harateristi line. Let us now onsider ageneri harateristi line r=�(t) passing through (r0; t0). For t� t0, �(t) satis�es_� = u(�(t); t � �) ; �(t0) = r0 ; (3:36)(t�� set to zero when t<�). From (3.19) we haveru(r; t� �) > ��Nmax2 (r2 � r20) (3:37)and thus � _� > ��Nmax2 (�2 � r20) ; (3:38)that implies �(t)2 � r20 > (r02 � r20)e��Nmax(t�t0) : (3:39)If T2 is not empty, for t2T2 let T1t be the subset of T1 suh that t>� for eah � 2T1t, and letst=supT1t. The harateristi line to whih (�N (t); t) belongs will pass through (�N (st); st), sofrom (3.39) we have �N (t)2 � r20 > (�N (st)2 � r20)e��Nmax(t�st) : (3:40)



27.Sine �N (st)� R̂1, it follows that �N (t)>R1. Turning now to the upper bound, we have foreah t2 [0; T ℄ �? � �(�N (t); t) � f(�N )N1 Z �N (t)r0 r log rr0 dr= f(�N )N1�12�2N log �Nr0 � 14(�2N � r20)� ; (3:41)so that �N (t) is smaller than the solution larger than r0 of12x2 log xr0 � 14(x2 � r20) = maxt2[0;T ℄ �? � �(�N (t); t)f(�N )N1 ; (3:42)whih is smaller than the solution R2 of (3.33).To prove that B(t)>�N (t), it is enough to reognize that for eah t2 [0; T ℄ there exists r̂t 2(r0; �N0℄ suh that �N (t)=�(r̂t; t). Taking into aount that B0>r0 and that the harateristilines do not interset eah other, the property (3.34) follows.Moreover, we have:Lemma 3.3. In the family of approximating solutions, the funtions �N , B and _B are uniformlybounded and uniformly Lipshitz ontinuous. The funtions �, u are uniformly bounded anduniformly Lipshitz ontinuous in [r0;MB ℄�[0; T ℄, MB denoting a uniform upper bound of B.The funtion � has the same property in r0� r� �N (t), t2 [0; T ℄. The funtion  is estimateduniformly in H1+�;(1+�)=2 for (r; t)2 [r0;MB ℄�[0; T ℄ and �2(0; 1). In addition, in any domainwhose losure has a positive distane from the boundary r=r0 and from the interfae r=�N(t),we have uniform estimates of the norm of  in the spae H2+�;1+�=2.Proof. Conerning � and �N , the uniform boundedness is given by Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2,respetively. Moreover (r; t) takes values between 0 and sup[0;T ℄ ?(t), owing to the maximumpriniple. Again from the maximum priniple, we an say that 0<���?. Realling (3.19) andtaking into aount the uniform boundedness of � and �N , the uniform boundedness of u, Band _B easily follows. Sine H is uniformly bounded, and remembering (3.27), we immediatelysee that Du� is also uniformly bounded.In order to prove that � is uniformly Lipshitz in r0 � r � �N (t), t 2 [0; T ℄, we note thatequations (3.8)-(3.9) are also valid in the whole domain, with ��, ��� suitably replaing �0, ��0in the expression of H. First we use (3.8), noting that �H=�r̂ involves the derivatives ���=�r,�=�r and ����=�r multiplied by ��=�r̂, whih an be easily estimated for eah t as done inthe �rst step. The derivatives ��=�r, ��=�t are as well bounded as explained in the �rst step.Thus, from (3.8), we an derive a Gronwall-type inequality for the quantity sup[0;t℄ j��=�rj(r̂),leading to an estimate of sup j��=�rj in terms of �0, �00 and the sup of j���=�rj and j�=�rj.Uniform bounds on ��, j���=�rj, j�2��=�r2j are trivial. A bound on j�=�rj an be found asfollows. Take the transformation ~r � r0 = R� r0B(t)� r0 (r � r0) ; (3:43)arrying the domain r0<r<B(t), 0<t<T into a �xed domain r0< ~r<R, 0<t<T . De�ning~(~r; t)=(r(~r); t), the operator L=�=�t�DC� beomes~L~ = �~�t � �~�~r� _BB � r0 (~r � r0) +DC R� r0B � r0�(~r � r0)B � r0R� r0 + r0��1�



28. �DC�R� r0B � r0�2 �2~�~r2 ; (3:44)and the problem for  de�ned by (3.22)-(3.25) an be rewritten for ~. On the basis of the fatthat , �, � are bounded and that _B=(B�r0), (R�r0)=(B�r0), (B�r0)=(R�r0) are a-prioribounded (B�r0 has indeed a positive lower bound, see Lemma 3.2), we an apply well-knownresults (see Th. 9.1 and Remark at the end of setion 9 in [15, Ch. 4℄) guaranteeing uniformestimates for the norms of ~ (and hene of ) at least in the spaes W 2;1q (for any q > 1) andH1+�;(1+�)=2 (for any � 2 (0; 1)). In partiular we have now the uniform bound for j�=�rj,needed to obtain a uniform bound for j��=�rj. One we have this, we get a uniform bound forj��=�tj just using Eq. (3.9).The less trivial step is now to establish uniform bounds on j��=�tj and j _�N j, needed toomplete the proof of ompatness. Let z(r; t)=��=�t. Di�erentiating ��=f(�)� w.r.t. time,we obtain �2z�r2 + 1r �z�r = f 0(�)z� + f(�)���t : (3:45)At a possible maximum of z in (r0; �N ), it must be �z=�r=0, �2z=�r2�0, so that from (3.45)it follows f 0(�)z� � �f(�)���t :Denoting by �zmax the value of z at suh loal maximum, and being fmax = max� f(�) andf 0min=min� f 0(�), the inequality above gives�zmax � � f(�)f 0(�) 1� ���t � fmaxf 0min 1N1���t  : (3:46)At a possible minimum of z in (r0; �N ), it must be�zmin � � f(�)f 0(�) 1� ���t � �fmaxf 0min 1N1 ���t  ; (3:47)where �zmin is the value of z at suh loal minimum.In the ase in whih �(�N (t); t)=�N , sine z=0 for r=r0 and r=�N(t), we an onlude�������t ���� � fmaxf 0min 1N1 ���t  : (3:48)Thus, from (3.16) written for �N (t), we get a uniform bound for j _�N j.In the ase in whih �N is a material surfae, i.e. _�N =u(�N ; t��), the desired estimate for j _�N jis provided by the uniform boundedness of u. Moreover, sine ��=�rjr=�N (t)=0, di�erentiatingw.r.t. time we obtain �2��r2 ����r=�N (t) _�N + �2��r�t ����r=�N (t) = 0 : (3:49)Also, we know that �2��r2 ����r=�N(t) = [f(�)�℄����r=�N (t) � g(t) ; (3:50)



29.whih is positive and bounded. Therefore, in eah step, we an onstrut the solution of theproblem �z = ��t [f(�)�℄ ; (3:51)with boundary data z(r0) = 0 ; �z�r ����r=�N = �g _�N : (3:52)The solution will satisfyz = � _�N�Ng log rr0 � Z rr0 1r0�Z �Nr0 r00 ��t [f(�)�℄ dr00� dr0= � _�N�Ng log rr0 � Z �Nr0 r0 log min[r0; r℄r0 ��t [f(�)�℄ dr0 : (3:53)Let us suppose that _�N < 0. Then, from (3.50) and (3.52), �z=�rjr=�N > 0 and z may have anabsolute maximum at r= �N . If zmax = z(�N ), from (3.53) and taking into aount (3.47) weobtain zmax � � _�N�Ng log �Nr0 + fmax���t Z �Nr0 r0 log r0r0 dr0+f 0max fmaxf 0min N2N1 ���t Z �Nr0 r0 log r0r0 dr0 ; (3:54)that, together with (3.46)-(3.47), guarantees the uniform boundedness of j��=�tj. If _�N > 0,�z=�rjr=�N <0 and z may have an absolute minimum at r=�N . If zmin=z(�N ), we an obtainsimilarly zmin � � _�N�Ng log �Nr0 � fmax���t Z �Nr0 r0 log r0r0 dr0�f 0max fmaxf 0min N2N1 ���t Z �Nr0 r0 log r0r0 dr0 ; (3:55)leading to the parallel onlusion about the lower bound. If _�N = 0, z may have either amaximum or a minimum at r = �N . In suh ases (3.54) or (3.55) apply, still on�rming theboundedness of j��=�tj.From the above estimates, it also follows that u(r; t) is uniformly Lipshitz ontinuous. Finally,onerning ~, we an say that we have uniform inner Shauder estimates on both sides of thedisontinuity urve of the onsumption term (see [15, Ch. 4℄). As a matter of fat, the Lipshitzontinuity of _B(t) allows us to extend suh estimate to the outer boundary r=B(t). Therefore,uniform estimates for  in the norm H2+�;1+�=2 are available in all the domains whose losuredoes not touh r=r0, nor the interfae r=�N(t).Now we an prove the following theorem:Theorem 3.1. Under the assumptions (H1){(H12) for �(�), �(�), �C(; �), �R(�; t), f(�),Problem P has a solution (�; �; u; �N ; B; ) in an arbitrarily large time interval.Proof. Let us indiate here by the subsript \n" the approximations of order n. The existeneproof is rather simple thanks to Lemma 3.3, whih provides enough ompatness of the family of



30.approximating solutions. Indeed, we an selet a subsequene of indies, say fnkg, for whih wehave uniform onvergene of �Nnk ,Bnk to �N ,B, and of the funtions �nk to � in r0�r��N(t)and of �nk , nk to �,  in r0 � r � B(t), t 2 [0; T ℄. We notie that the onvergene of theapproximations �nk has to be intended aslimk!1 sup(r;t)2Dnk\D j�nk(r; t) � �(r; t)j = 0 ;where Dn = f(r; t) : r 2 [r0; �Nn(t)℄; t 2 [0; T ℄g and D = f(r; t) : r 2 [r0; �N (t)℄; t 2 [0; T ℄g. Inturn, through (3.19), this implies the uniform onvergene of the orresponding sequene unk(and �unk=�r). Although the onstraints (1.13) and (1.22) in the approximating sheme are notused as written, but with a time shift, and moreover they an be applied with the respetivetolerane utol=n and �tol=n, it is lear that the orret inequalities are obtained in the limit.Similarly we have the uniform onvergene of the harateristi lines and we an pass to the limitin equation (3.29). At the same time we an pass to the limit in equations (3.14)-(3.15) (with~�N (t) = �N (t)) or (3.17)-(3.18), showing that the limit funtions satisfy the same equations,so that in partiular the limit �N preserves the properties haraterizing the boundary of theneroti region. Thus we see that the limit funtions �, �, u satisfy the governing equationsof the model in their integral form. From the integral form we an go bak to the originaldi�erential statement of the problem just performing the derivatives and heking that all thegoverning di�erential equations are satis�ed, as well as the initial and boundary onditions.Conerning , the Shauder's estimates allow us to pass to the limit diretly in the parabolidi�erential equation separately in P[T[Q and in N, while the di�erential equation is satis�edin the whole domain in the sense of W 2;1q . Therefore, any onvergent subsequene in the familyof approximating solutions provides a solution to the original problem.The approximating proedure previously desribed beomes onstrutive if we an say thatthe whole sequene is onvergent. In turn, this is guaranteed if we prove uniqueness. First weprove the following property of the solution:Lemma 3.4. The solution �, for r2(r0; �N (t)℄, satis�es the inequalities0 < N1 � �(r; t) � 1 ; t 2 [0; T ℄ ; (3:56)where N1 is de�ned by (3.28).Proof. We observe preliminarly that, as done for the approximating solutions, we an alsode�ne for the real solution the funtion r̂ = �(r; t) for r 2 (r0; �N (t)℄ and t 2 [0; T ℄, suh thatr=�(�(r; t); t), �(r̂; t) being the harateristi line starting from r̂. In partiular, we an interpret(1.11) as Du� =��H(t; ; �; �) on the harateristi lines, and we an see that Du� < 0 at allpoints where �>1. Sine �0�1 everywhere, this implies that � annot take values greater thatone. Sine the lower bound N1 holds for all the approximations of �, it will also hold for theirlimit.In order to proeed further, we need the following additional assumption:kf 0k �R22 log R2r0 � 12(R22 � r20)� < 1 : (3:57)Now we an state:



31.Theorem 3.2. Under the assumptions (H1){(H12) and (3.57), Problem P has one uniquesolution.Proof. We have already notied that for a ertain time interval starting from t=0 the di�ereneu(�N ; t)� _�N (t) is positive for all possible solutions (the argument is the same we applied for theapproximate solutions during the �rst time step). Therefore we start omparing two solutionsof this type.Let us onsider two possible solutions of type (1.18)-(1.19) in a time interval (0; t̂ ), t̂ � T ,and let us denote by Æ�, Æu, Æ�, Æ�N , Æ, ÆB the di�erenes of the respetive quantities. Usingthe labels 1; 2 for the two solutions (so that Æ�(r; t) = �1(r; t)��2(r; t), and so on) and setting�min(t) = min[�N1(t); �N2(t)℄, �max(t) = max[�N1(t); �N2(t)℄, we have the following equation(where �1, �R1 , �C1 , �1 mean that the quantities are evaluated for solution 1, and the overbarmeans that the derivative is omputed at a suitable point between the values of the independentvariables for solutions 1,2):Du1Æ� + ��1 + �R1 + �C1 � (�1 + �N ) + (�1 + �N )(�1 + �2)�Æ� + ��2�r Æu+�2����� + ��R�� + ��C�� � �0(1� �2)�Æ� + �2 ��C� Æ = 0 ; (3:58)with zero initial onditions and with Æ� ontinued in (�min; �max) as (�1)j+1�j , with j =1 if�N1 � �N2 and j=2 otherwise. Of ourse Æ�=0 in the intersetion of the two neroti regionsN1, N2. Moreover we have:rÆu = 8><>:R rr0 r0�Æ�(�1 + �N) + �2�0Æ�� dr0 ; r 2 [r0; �min℄R �minr0 r�Æ�(�1+�N) + �2�0Æ�� dr + (�1)j+1R r�minr0��j(�j+�N)� �N ℄ dr0+(�1)j+1 ~�N2 (r2 � �2min) ; r 2 (�min; �max℄ : (3:59)Taking into aount that for �i, i=1; 2, we have�i(r; t)� �N = Z �Ni (t)r r0 log r0r f(�i)�i dr0 ; (3:60)�? � �N = Z �Ni (t)r0 r log rr0 f(�i)�i dr ; (3:61)we obtain from (3.61)(�1)j Z �max�min r log rr0 f(�j)�j dr = Z �minr0 r log rr0 [f(�1)�1 � f(�2)�2℄ dr : (3:62)From (3.60), for r2(r0; �min℄, we haveÆ� = (�1)j+1 Z �max�min r0 log r0r f(�j)�j dr0 + Z �minr r0 log r0r [f(�1)�1 � f(�2)�2℄ dr0 ; (3:63)whereas, for r2(�min; �max℄,Æ� = (�1)j+1 Z �maxr r0 log r0r f(�j)�j dr0 : (3:64)



32.Beause there exists a positive lower bound of the produt f�, a lower estimate of the l.h.s. of(3.62) an be written in the form (f�)min �min log(�min=r0)jÆ�N j. Sine a lower estimate for �Nis trivially obtained from (3.61) (as in Lemma 3.2), from (3.62) we get the inequalityjÆ�N j � K1 Z �minr0 r�kfk jÆ�j+ kf 0k jÆ�j� log rr0 dr (3:65)where K1 is a known onstant. From (3.63)-(3.64), we see that for r2(r0; �max℄jÆ�j � Z �max�min r log rr0 f(�j)�j dr + Z �minr r0 log r0r jf(�1)�1 � f(�2)�2j dr0 :Taking into aount (3.62) and that ��1 (see Lemma 3.4), we obtainjÆ�j � Z �minr0 r log rr0 jf(�1)�1 � f(�2)�2j dr + Z �minr r0 log r0r jf(�1)�1 � f(�2)�2j dr0� kf 0k�Z �minr0 r log rr0 jÆ�j dr + Z �minr r0 log r0r jÆ�j dr0�+kfk�Z �minr0 r log rr0 jÆ�j dr + Z �minr r0 log r0r jÆ�j dr0�� 2kf 0kZ �minr0 r log rr0 jÆ�j dr + 2kfkZ �minr0 r log rr0 jÆ�j dr : (3:66)Provided that2kf 0kZ �minr0 r log rr0 dr = kf 0k��2min log �minr0 � 12(�2min � r20)� < 1 ; (3:67)whih is guaranteed by assumption (3.57), from (3.66) we obtainkÆ�kt � K2kÆ�kt ; (3:68)where k � kt means the sup with respet to r and with respet to time in [0; t℄. Continuing ouranalysis of the set of equations for the di�erenes, we ome to the equation for Æ to be satis�edin r0<r<Bmin(t), 0<t<t̂, Bmin denoting min[B1; B2℄:�Æ�t �DC�Æ = �'C1Æ� ���'C� ��2Æ���'C�� ��2Æ� � �Æ ; (3:69)Æ(r0; t) = 0 ; (3:70)Æ(r; 0) = 0 : (3:71)If t̂ is suÆiently small to guarantee that the di�erenes Bi��Nj , i=1; 2, j=1; 2, remain stritlypositive, we have also �Æ�r ����r=Bmin(t) = (�1)k+1 �2k�r2 ����r=�r(t)jÆBj ; (3:72)



33.where �r(t) is a suitable point between the boundaries B1(t),B2(t), and k = 1 if B1 �B2 andk=2 otherwise. The oeÆient of jÆBj in (3.72) is a-priori bounded sine 1,2 possess the sameproperties stated for the approximating funtions in Lemma 3.3.Now we are able to write the following hain of inequalities, starting withkÆ�kt � Z t0 �k1kÆuk� + k2kÆ�k� + k3kÆk� � d� (3:73)that an be obtained from (3.58). From (3.59) we see that kÆuk� an be estimated in terms ofkÆ�Nk� ,kÆ�k� , kÆ�k� and, ultimately, beause of (3.65) and (3.68), in terms of kÆ�k� , so that(3.73) implies kÆ�kt � Z t0 �k3kÆk� + k4kÆ�k� � d� : (3:74)Going bak to problem (3.69)-(3.72), for whih an estimate of �2k=�r2 is available in the regionbetween Bmin and Bmax = max[B1; B2℄, taking into aount that jÆBj � R t0 kÆuk� d� , andexploiting the estimates already used for Æ� and Æu, we obtain by lassial means the inequalitykÆkt � Z t0 �k5kÆ�k� + k6kÆk� �d� (3:75)whih, together with (3.74), immediately yields kÆkt=kÆ�kt=0. At this point we may onludethat the solution is unique in a suitably small time interval, and by extension up to a possibletime point �t suh that in any right neighbourhood (1.18)-(1.19) annot hold.Let us suppose, for the time being, that after �t we have in some interval two solutions forwhih the interfae r = �N (t) is a material surfae. Let us ompare two suh solutions. Thebasi formulas for � are (i=1; 2)�i(r; t) � �i(�Ni(t); t) = Z �Ni (t)r r0 log r0r f(�i)�i dr0 ; (3:76)�? � �i(�Ni(t); t) = Z �Ni (t)r0 r log rr0 f(�i)�i dr ; (3:77)implying �i � �? = Z �Nir r0 log r0r f(�i)�i dr0 � Z �Nir0 r log rr0 f(�i)�i dr : (3:78)We remark that in the present ase, sine �N1(�t )=�N2(�t ), we have for t>�tÆ�N = Z t�t [u1(�N1(�); �) � u2(�N2(�); �)℄ d� ; (3:79)thus jÆ�N (t)j � Z t�t �jÆujr=�min(�) + �u�r  jÆ�N (�)j� d� : (3:80)In the following we will denote by Mi some a-priori omputable onstants. First we note that,for r� �min(t), jÆuj �M1jÆ�j+M2jÆ�j ; (3:81)



34.so that (3.80) produes the Gronwall type inequalityjÆ�N (t)j � Z t�t �M3jÆ�jr=�min(�) +M4jÆ�jr=�min(�)�d� +M5 Z t�t jÆ�N (�)j d� ; (3:82)thus giving an estimate of jÆ�N (t)j in terms of R t�t jÆ�jr=�min(�)d� and R t�t jÆ�jr=�min(�)d� . Com-bining (3.78) and the latter result, by means of the same tehnique used in the previous ase,we see that under ondition (3.57) and for t��t suÆiently small, we arrive at the onlusionkÆ�k[�t;t℄ �M6kÆ�k[�t;t℄ : (3:83)From this point on, the rest of the proof follows the pattern of the previous ase. Starting froma time instant in the interval in whih uniqueness is guaranteed, the previous argument an berepeated, yielding uniqueness until r=�N(t) is a material boundary. The proedures seen abovean be applied after eah swith to solutions having the interfae �N of the same type (bothnon-material or material).We observe now that the evolutive problem in whih the onstraint (1.13) is not imposed, and�N and � are de�ned by (1.15), (1.17), (1.19)-(1.20), annot have more than one solution (theomparison tehnique is the same as the one used above), and the same holds for the evolutiveproblem in whih onstraint (1.22) is not imposed, �N is de�ned by (1.21), and � by (1.15),(1.17) and (1.20). Therefore, we an exlude that after �t, or any other swithing point, therean be a time interval in whih our problem has a solution of one type and another solution ofdi�erent type. This, in fat, would imply that di�erent unonstrained solutions should exist ina time interval after �t, sine it is the behaviour of suh unonstrained solutions that governs theswith of �N from one type to the other.Hene, it only remains to examine the ase in whih we suppose to have two solutions havingin�nitely many swithing points in any right neighbourhood of the time �t (the reader an remarkthat the omparison between two solutions of di�erent type after �t, whih we avoided on thebasis of the argument above, is de fato inluded in the analysis that follows). The argumentproeeds in a very similar way. The main di�erene ours in the omparisons of the quantities�1,�2 and �N1 ,�N2 . We onsider an interval (�t; �t+") and its partition in intervals in whih thetwo solutions we are omparing are both of the same type and in intervals in whih they areof di�erent type. We �x our attention on the seond lass of intervals. To be spei�, let usassume that the �N interfae is non-material for the solution labeled by \1" and material forthe solution labeled by \2". Subtrating (3.77) with i=2 from (3.61) with i=1, we get�2(�N2(t); t)��N=Z �minr0 r log rr0 [f(�1)�1�f(�2)�2℄ dr+(�1)j+1Z �max�min r log rr0 f(�j)�j dr (3:84)whih replaes (3.62). Thus we may derive an inequality similar to (3.65):jÆ�N j � K1 Z �minr0 r�kfk jÆ�j + kf 0k jÆ�j� log rr0 dr +K1j�2(�N2(t); t)��N j : (3:85)Now we an write j�2(�N2 ; t)� �N j � jÆ�(�N2 ; t)j+ �1(�N2 ; t)� �N ; (3:86)if, e.g., �N1>�N2 . Moreover, �1(�N2 ; t)� �N = ������1�r (�r; t)���� jÆ�N j ; (3:87)



35.with �r between �N2 and �N1 . Sine ��1=�r vanishes for r=�N1 , we an also say that������1�r (�r; t)���� � �2�1�r2  jÆ�N j :If instead �N1 <�N2 , we have similar inequalities in whih the indies are interhanged. Thusfrom (3.86) we dedue j�2(�N2 ; t)� �N j � jÆ�(�N2 ; t)j+CjÆ�N j2 ; (3:88)with C>0 known a priori. On the other hand, we may take " so small that in (�t; �t+") we haveK1CjÆ�N j<1=2, thanks to the fat that for both solutions we know an upper bound for j _�Ni j.Thus, we may rewrite (3.85) in the formjÆ�N j � 2K1 Z �minr0 r�kfk jÆ�j + kf 0k jÆ�j� log rr0 dr + 2K1jÆ�(�N2(t); t)j : (3:89)We must now replae (3.63) byÆ� + �2(�N2 ; t)� �N = (�1)j+1 Z �max�min r0 log r0r f(�j)�j dr0+Z �minr r0 log r0r [f(�1)�1 � f(�2)�2℄ dr0 : (3:90)Combining (3.90) and (3.84) we obtain preisely the same inequality (3.66), eventually implying(3.68) with the norm referring to the appropriate time interval.For the �rst lass of intervals, i.e., the intervals in whih the two solutions are both of thesame type, the estimates for jÆ�j and jÆ�N j are the same we have already used, exept for asmall hange onerning the omparison of solutions whih have both a material �N interfae.Indeed, in (3.79) the term Æ�N (t̂ ) (where t̂ now denotes the initial time of the interval we areonsidering) must be added on the r.h.s. Suh a term is inherited from the previous interval inwhih the solutions are of di�erent type and therefore it is expressed in the way we have justseen, that is by means of (3.89). This same term must be added on the r.h.s. of (3.82), andrealling (3.68) we end up one more with (3.83). Therefore, we an onlude that also in thisase the solution is unique.4. Conluding ommentsAs a �nal omment, we stress that some of the simplifying assumptions made in the developmentof the present model ould be relaxed with some further re�nements. For simpliity, we havetaken here �? onstant, but the whole theory an be extended to the ase of �? variable withthe time, assuming �?(t) in a spae of funtions with H�older ontinuous derivative, providedit remains stritly above �P . We ould also onsider a ux ondition instead of (1.17). Simi-larly, ondition (1.28) has no ruial role in the treatment and ould be substituted by a uxondition. Finally, a dependene of ell proliferation on treatment ould be taken into aountby representing the proliferation rate as a funtion �(�; ; t). The numerial solution of theevolutive problem under various therapeuti treatment modalities will be presented in a forth-oming paper. Preliminary results show that the swithing from a non-material �N interfae toa material interfae, and vieversa, is indeed a ommon feature of the solution.
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